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Abstract. This article shows that the use of the modular principle for the stage of technical designing of multi-version software is connected to the optimization process of the structure and interaction of its components. The new problem definition of the designing of the multi-version, modular structure of software, which provides the minimization of inter-module interface, is presented. This problem definition allows us to create the multi-version set of components which are used in software in the predefined sequences as well as in the random sequences. Simultaneously, the set of versions matches the predefined conditions, providing the maximum reliability for personal computers and the minimal values of the attributes of the inter-module interface.

The assigning models and the methods of estimation of parameters of reliability to the phases of software development the life-cycle of systems of information control and processing, is very important during the designing of multi-version structure of software [1]. The phases which have the greatest influence on the reliability of software are the most important. They are the designing structure phase, the coding phase, the testing components phase and the testing system as a whole phase.

Using the narrow point of view, the definition of the structure of software and the other methods of information processing is a combination of properties and attributes which are designed to satisfy users. The wider definition is a model of information system which is complete enough to understand the principles of system functioning [2].

The reliability of the structure includes the reliability of individual components. The failure of an individual component leads to the inoperability of that component and potentially other components, but it does not lead to the inoperability of the whole system. System failure or the failure of its functions could increase downtime. The definition of the downtime of a system is a period of time during which the system or a part of the system cannot perform operations. System downtime leads to a significant decrease in performance, therefore reducing the downtime of the system is one of the most important goals in the structure of distributed software development process.

The main concepts of the theory of software reliability are based on concepts from the theory of hardware reliability, but there are significant differences between the principles of reliability assurance for software and other technical systems.

Experiments show that the use of redundancy in the early stages of the development process reduces (if it is possible) the probability of errors. Reliable software can be created...
using the detailed structure development process and the process of finding errors in components which have the greatest influence on the reliability of the system. These components are defined as the most frequently used components or as the most connected with many other components, on whom they have influence, of the same structure.

Modular organization essentially involves splitting software into complete modules, standardization of links between them and building the hierarchy of relationships between components which is defined by the order of their execution. Execution is the control transfer from the calling module to the method being called, which transfers control back after its completion. Execution of a set of modules is done by transferring control to the lower level of the hierarchy manager of modules which is included in the software.

The main methods of modern software development are based on the decomposition of functions using modular-hierarchic principles [3]. Simultaneously, there are limits for the complexity of components and links between them on every hierarchic level of software. As a result, assuming an increase in the amount of tasks, the combined complexity of the system grows significantly slower in comparison to unstructured designing.

It is obvious that the use of the modular principle on the technical designing stage is connected with the process of optimization of the amount single components of multi-version software of processing and control information systems and the links between them. Therefore the set of tasks comprising the design of modular systems which are based on multi-version software architecture includes the optimal selection of modules of multi-version software and informational arrays, the contents of inter-module interface, and the structure of the system as a whole.

It is known, that the main criteria for designing modular systems of processing information and control on the technical designing stage [4] are the minimum complexity of inter-module interface, the minimum period of time for operations between RAM and external storage devices during processing, the minimum unused data volume during this period of time, the minimum technological complexity of data processing algorithms, which is the generalization of the criterion of "transport factor" during the process of coding algorithms for the solution of given tasks, the maximum informational performance of modular systems during processing tasks and the maximum reliability of data processing.

The procedures selection and volume of each module, the selection and volume of informational arrays, the complexity and structure of inter-module interface, the degree of redundancy of procedures and informational elements, the amount of RAM, the amount of channels for connections between RAM and external storages, the procedures execution order, the acceptable system creation expenses and period of time are used as limitations during execution of tasks creating optimal, modular systems of multi-version data processing and control as well as the tasks listed in the previous paragraph.

The initial data for process of designing tasks are technical specification and the analysis report on the current control system. Using that data, the set of processing data tasks, the set of processing data procedures, including alternate ones which are multi-versions, the set of informational elements which are connected with data processing procedures and identified by type input, intermediate and output, the set of possible interactions between the processing data procedures and the informational items, the technological adjacency matrix or frame matrix, the set of the acceptable procedure execution orders, the characteristics of components and technical tools are defined [4].

The solutions for defined problems provide an opportunity to design a flowchart of the multi-version, modular structure of software on the system level, which provide the minimum
interface between software modules. It should be noted, that duplication of multi-version items (multi-versions) in the modules of software provides a decrease in value of the criterion of informational connection between these modules.

**The mathematical problem definition of the designing of the multi-version, modular structure of software**

Consider the problem definition of the designing of multi-version and modular structure of software, which provides minimization of the inter-module interface.

The two or more multi-versions are added to the module being designed and the following variables must be taken into the account [5].

- $R_{ij}$ – the reliability of the j-th version of the i-th module;
- $X_{ij}$ – a bool variable, if the j-th version is used in the i-th module, then the variable is true or else the variable is false;
- $n$ – the amount of modules;
- $m_i$ – the amount of versions of the i-th module;
- $R_i$ – the reliability of the i-th module;

$$R_i = 1 - \prod_{j=1}^{m_i} \left(1 - R_{ij}\right) X_{ij}, \quad i = 1, n. \quad (1)$$

Programs are created and orders, which define which modules and which of their execution orders are used:

- $K$ – the amount of programs;
- $S_k$ – the set of modules which match the k-th program.

Then, additional variables are presented using the limitations for system reliability and inter-module interface.

- $F_k$ – the usage of the k-th program;
- $R$ – system reliability.

$R$ maximization can be presented as

$$\max R = \sum_{k=1}^{K} F_k \prod_{i \in S_k} R_i. \quad (2)$$

Inter-module interface is the amount of the same multi-versions of modules which are used by different programs [6].

The following variable is presented in order to formalize the problem definition which provides inter-module minimization.

- $W_{ik}$ – a bool variable, if the i-th module is used by the k-th program, then the variable equals true, otherwise it equals false.

$$Y_{ik} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_{ik} X_{ij} \geq 1 \\ 0, & \text{if } \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_{ik} X_{ij} = 0 \end{cases}. \quad (3)$$

The Variable $Y_{ik}$ is used to formalize the relationship between the system and single multi-versions of modules.
The next equation as a criterion is used to minimize the inter-module interface on the level of single versions.

$$\min \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{K-1} \sum_{k'=k+1}^{K} \sum_{k'=k+1}^{K} Y_{kj} Y_{k'j'}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

This problem definition provides an opportunity to create a multi-version set of module components which are used in the predefined sequence. The obtained set of multi-versions will meet the requirements, providing maximum software reliability and the minimum value of the characteristics of the inter-module interface.
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